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Right now it’s 4:45 am and I have this odd sensation where I feel exhausted and yet I can’t sleep. Yesterday was not a nice
day, because of one main thing - I thought I had ruined what I considered my best painting yet. I really wish I did not paint
at all yesterday, which is an odd thing to say for me. It started quite well - I added blue and white in the background and
Cass said things along the lines of “Wow,” and that I was making genius marks. I ran out of white paint at the time so
Cassandra so generously went out to get more for me. At that point the painting was still looking good and I was making
really nice progress.

I made a mistake and instantly I tried to fix it. This caused another mistake to be made, which led  me to try to fix that.
Then I painted over some of the painting to match the mistake that I just “fixed.” This kept happening until I was so
distressed for “ruining” my painting, that I was certain that I would not be able to fix it in time to enter it in a competition.
It felt like the worst thing ever and I became so mad at myself. I told Cassandra that I ruined my painting and that I felt
like I disappointed myself, Nikki (the woman I was painting) and her.
Cassandra looked at my mess of a painting and told me it was not ruined and that I can fix it. I spent that night having a
good cry, because it felt like I was grieving a loss. Perhaps you think I am being overly dramatic and that probably is the
case. After crying all night it suddenly clicked and I finally listened to what Cassandra was saying. It’s not ruined. Which
brings me to now where not too long ago Cassandra said the powerful words, “You’re a human genius.” What you do not
see, what they do not show you is when geniuses fuck up. What they do not show you is the process of masterpieces. 

Now, I am not saying that I am a genius or that what I am painting is or will be a masterpiece, but what I took from those
gold nugget words is that I am human and it is okay to make mistakes - that is the nature of living wholesomely. You
probably have heard this or a variation of this before, but if mistakes are not being made then you are not taking enough
risks. I took a risk after a risk and for a while it resulted to some good marks, until it didn’t. Cassandra helped me realise
that that it is okay. Sometimes I think that this book is not only a love letter to art, but also a love letter to my art lover,
Cassandra.

***
It’s the 22nd of March of 2019 and I’ve been at the Wagga Wagga psychiatric ward for a bit more than a day. On the 20th
I was waiting in ER, but there wasn’t a free bed in Nolan House, the psychiatric ward in my town. So at 11pm they
strapped me up from neck to toe in a hospital bed and wheeled me into an ambulance where I was taken to Wagga. When I
first came here to this ward, I realised something. I have never drawn the “visions,” that I see and experience.

I remember the last time I was in a psych ward, I tried painting the “Alien” - a humanoid creature that scared me. I used to
think that it was following me, watching me and wanting to hurt me. Thankfully the medication has helped me to become
less paranoid. When I tried to paint the alien last year, I got so frustrated and overwhelmed by trying to depict it correctly,
that I painted over it again and again. It felt like it was tormenting me, that the alien was laughing at my failure. I put that
painting down and only started it again when I came back home. It has now turned into one of my favourite paintings I’ve
ever created. It became more meaningful because of its “failures.” That was the time I succeeded - I’d beaten the alien.

Now that I am able to somewhat tell myself that it is a hallucination, I have drawn the alien and some other things I see,
successfully for the first time ever. I feel so proud of myself that I was able to draw it in the form that I first saw it. A
series of failures of trying to paint the alien led me to this moment where I was able to do a simple sketch of it.
When I think about the painting of Nikki that I “ruined,” it makes me want to just paint over it - to accept my failure.
However, Cassandra insisted that I shouldn’t, that this will all tie together to make the painting more powerful in the long
run. I’m trying my best to continue after a mistake rather than end it, because mistakes aren’t the enemy. They are the
building blocks to a wholesome and important experience.



I’ve been in the ward for a while now and while I’ve been here I have experienced a lot of mistakes. Many times I thought
I overworked an artwork and instead of stopping and trashing it or painting over it, I actually kept going. The reason this is
such a new experience to me is because in this instance I did not just make a mistake, I went past redemption. (Or at least I
thought) When this happens, there is nothing I could do. (Also at least I thought.) The first time this happened in the ward
was when I was drawing Cassandra. I drew her face in a way that actually resembled my lover, which made me very
happy. I coloured her in with markers and it was good. But not good enough. I thought I’d make it better by adding
watercolour paint on top, as to experiment a little bit. And alas, her face started peeling off. The more I tried to fix it, the
more it peeled off, so I ended up ripping off the entire face. The hole that was left sprouted an idea. I ended up using
another piece of paper with a skull drawn on it and put it behind the hole. I actually liked it more than how it looked before
and so I wrote a poem about the experience, called ‘Overworked.’

Big ideas on paper bones,
The more I draw on its spine, the more it snaps.
Half-heartedly I cover its broken bits,
But they curl up, stand up and bloom.
“Overworked,” they say, and I say nothing,
For the window opens after frantic ripping,
Its face unveiling what is behind.
It show you what you’ve forgotten -
What we all have forgotten -
The time of now - for you are dying.

The magic of wands attached to knuckles,
Sheds her mask of skin.
The outside decoration is thrown away,
For that layer was its last.
What was there is now nothing,
What was there is now anything,
For the shape is perfect,
That is, for a certain idea.
I chose the skull and so I made marks,
Reminding myself that I am dying,
More with every second that comes near.

It’s a door that leads to now,
Though we do everything to be distracted,
Fighting our fear of boredom,
Fighting the value of our lives.
I struggle to stay in the present,
For my mind is crammed with bees.
But when I saw that door, that window, that portal,
I finally felt understood.
It is a keyhole that showed my own life,
And the marks that made a skull
Reminds me that I live around death
And that is great.
We’re all dying so enjoy the feeling of pleasure and pain,
And the ability to “overwork” once again.

Here’s another piece of writing I wrote after several instances that were similar to the skull of Cassandra.

Today I turned an “overworked” piece into something I like. (The Cass skull). I also went further, which was a risk, with a
piece I already liked and it did not get ruined. (The heART). And lastly I turned a piece I did not like into something that I
do like. (The sun and alien). Today was a success in ways I really needed. Making the right marks felt like I truly had the
artist’s mind and heart. Fucking up over and over again really affected me, but now I know that a couple of marks that
don’t hit the mark (ha) aren’t for forever. You just need to put it down, rest and come back to it later with a fresh
perspective. Not everything needs to be painted over. I have decided that I won’t paint over the Nikki painting as much as
I wanted to, because I CAN and WILL complete it.

You may make mistakes, and perhaps there will be times that you think you have gone past redemption. But this is never
the case. Yesterday I painted, drew, ripped and glued so many different pieces of paper together, thinking I had ruined the



the case. Yesterday I painted, drew, ripped and glued so many different pieces of paper together, thinking I had ruined the
painting of the rose that I started with, but I kept going. And when I stopped, a really unique artwork came out of it. I
reflected on how therapeutic the process actually was and I was content, even though the outcome was wildly different to
my usual artworks. I added the words next to the ugly man with a rose as an eye, “I am a rose, but… nobody can see it.”
With these sad words I wanted to express that despite others not seeing your worth, it does not erase the worth you have.
Despite a mistake or what visibly can be seen as a “failure,” it does not diminish the worth and therapy of the process.
While I’m not sure if the rose man is a good artwork at all, I still put it in my display folder for the importance it has. If
you make a mistake and can’t fix it, that does not make you a failure. You are still as much of a human genius as you
would be otherwise. Every artwork is a valid artwork and every life is an important one.


